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DEVICE FOR CLEANING A TRANSPORT 
BELT 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

This application is related to, and claims priority under 35 
U.S.C. § 119 of, German Application No. 197 02 196.4, ?led 
Jan. 23, 1997, the disclosure of Which is expressly incorpo 
rated herein in its entirety by reference thereto. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 

The present invention relates to a device for treating, 
particularly cleaning, a conveyor or transport belt, particu 
larly a dry or Wet screen belt or felt belt, of a machine for 
producing or manufacturing a Web, particularly a paper or 
cardboard Web. The device can include one or more noZZles 

that can be directed against the belt for the purpose of 
spraying the belt With a gaseous or liquid ?uid. 

2. Discussion of the Background Information 
Devices for cleaning transport belts, such as the device 

Which is disclosed in German Application No. 195 39 015, 
are knoWn in the art. These devices are situated Within a Web 
producing machine, and are used particularly for cleaning 
fabric belts. These belts become dirty during the operation of 
the machine; contaminants such as ?bers, binding materials, 
and other aggregates become Worked into the stitches and 
pores of the belts. 

To ensure that the transport belt functions properly, it 
needs to be cleaned. In the prior art it is knoWn for a roll to 
be provided or associated With a conventional cleaning 
device, around Which the transport belt is guided. The 
cleaning device is located at the entry area of the roll 
opening, or on a peripheral area of the roll, Where the 
transport belt rests on the roll’s surface. The cleaning device 
includes a cleaning noZZle that sprays one side of the 
transport belt With a cleaning agent. 

It has been shoWn that in these instances the cleaning of 
the transport belt is not alWays satisfactory; particularly, the 
side of the transport belt that is not sprayed With the cleaning 
agent is insuf?ciently cleaned. This side of the transport belt 
exhibits unremoved contaminants that can adversely affect 
the production cycle of a Web manufacturing machine. A 
further disadvantage is that cleaning solution and dirt pen 
etrate the transport belt. Because of the increased moisture 
content of the transport belt, a reWetting of the Web may 
occur; this can adversely affect the Web’s properties. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is accordingly an object of the present invention to 
provide a cleaning device for conveyor or transport belts that 
avoids the disadvantages Which characteriZe the devices of 
the prior art. Particularly, it is an object of the present 
invention to provide a cleaning device Which cleans both 
sides of the transport belt in a simple manner, and Which 
demonstrates an improved cleaning effect. 

This desired result is achieved With a cleaning device 
having a cleaning noZZle that is located at or approximately 
at, or in the area of or approximately in the area of, the 
opening nip of a roll around Which a transport belt is guided. 
In this regard, the cleaning noZZle can be positioned Where 
or approximately Where the transport belt runs off the roll. 

Particularly, the cleaning noZZle can be located to spray an 
agent, particularly a cleaning agent, at or approximately at, 
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or in the area of or approximately in the area of, the opening 
nip of the roll. Further, the cleaning noZZle can be located to 
spray the agent Where or approximately Where the transport 
belt runs off the roll. 

Being thusly situated, the cleaning noZZle sprays the 
transport belt, as it runs off the roll, With at least one agent, 
particularly a cleaning agent, Whereby dirt on the side of the 
transport belt that Was sprayed With the cleaning agent is 
dissolved. In addition, cleaning agent, as Well as dissolved 
dirt carried along With the agent, penetrate into and through 
the transport belt. 
The ?uid and dirt that penetrate the transport belt can be 

removed and suctioned off on the opposite side of the 
transport belt—that is, on the side that Was not directly 
sprayed With the cleaning agent—by a vacuum operating at, 
or in the area of or approximately in the area of, the opening 
nip. The vacuum is strengthened by the exiting transport belt 
and by the roll. 
The transport belt is accordingly cleaned on both sides by 

the cleaning device positioned or situated at or approxi 
mately at, or in the area of or approximately in the area of, 
the opening nip. When compared With previously knoWn 
devices, the device of the invention demonstrates an 
improved cleaning effectiveness, Whereby feWer disruptions 
occur When cleaning is conducted during the production of 
the Web, While correspondingly the amount of Water Which 
is used is the same, or at least approximately the same. 

Preferably, the cleaning device of the invention includes 
a suction chamber; also as a matter of preference, this 
suction chamber Works in conjunction With the cleaning 
noZZle. As a matter of particular preference, the suction 
chamber is associated With, or is positioned With respect to, 
the cleaning noZZle so that foreign materials—e.g., dirt, 
and/or vapor or remaining Water—are removed from the 
transport belt by means of the jet; speci?cally, these mate 
rials are vacuumed into the suction chamber, and can be 
discharged. In this manner, both the cleaning effect of the 
noZZle and the discharge of ?lth and the cleaning agent are 
improved. 

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the cleaning 
device includes a suction bell Which comprises the suction 
chamber, as a matter of particular preference, the suction 
chamber is formed by the suction bell. This suction bell 
partially or completely encompasses or surrounds the clean 
ing noZZle, in the manner of a sleeve. Accordingly, in this 
preferred embodiment the cleaning noZZle is situated Within, 
or essentially Within or substantially Within, the area 
bounded by the suction bell. In this manner, a compact and 
integrated construction of a combined noZZle and suction 
device is achieved. 

In a particularly preferred embodiment of the invention, 
the suction bell extends over at least a portion or section of 
the peripheral surface of the roll. Additionally or in the 
alternative, the suction bell preferably extends over and/or 
beyond the opening nip, as vieWed along the direction in 
Which the transport belt runs. As a result, the coarse dirt 
particles, and/or the contaminant material that clings lightly 
to the transport belt, can be removed and discharged before 
the transport belt is sprayed With the cleaning agent. 
The intensity and effectiveness of the cleaning provided 

by the device of the invention are thereby improved. In 
addition, the amount of ?lth entering into the transport belt 
is reduced. The portion or section of the transport belt that 
extends over the opening nip, Which can be pressuriZed by 
a suction bell With a vacuum, increases the duration of 
effective suctioning, thereby also improving the cleaning. 
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Further embodiments and advantages can be ascertained 
from the detailed description of the present invention and 
from the accompanying Figure. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

The present invention is further described in the detailed 
description Which follows, in reference to the noted draWing 
by Way of a non-limiting example of a preferred embodi 
ment of the present invention, and Wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a schematic vieW, taken from the side, of a 
device of the invention, this device being for cleaning a 
transport belt of a machine for producing a Web, Which is not 
shoWn. 

FIG. 2 is a schematic vieW, taken from the side, of the 
device of the invention as shoWn in FIG. 1, Wherein the 
suction bell of the device comprises an elastic sleeve for 
sealing the suction chamber of the device off from the 
surrounding environment. 

FIG. 3 is also a schematic vieW, taken from the side, of the 
device of the invention as shoWn in FIG. 1, Wherein the 
suction bell of the device comprises a plurality of brushes for 
sealing the suction chamber of the device off from the 
surrounding environment. 

FIG. 4 is a perspective vieW of the device of the invention, 
Wherein the suction bell of the device extends over the 
opening nip and Wherein the cleaning noZZle of the device 
is located at least approximately in the middle of the suction 
bell, as vieWed along the direction in Which the transport belt 
runs. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

The particulars shoWn herein are by Way of example and 
for purposes of illustrative discussion of the preferred 
embodiments of the present invention only and are presented 
in the cause of providing What is believed to be the most 
usefull and readily understood description of the principles 
and conceptual aspects of the invention. In this regard, no 
attempt is made to shoW structural details of the invention in 
more detail than is necessary for the fundamental under 
standing of the invention, the description taken With the 
draWing making apparent to those skilled in the art hoW the 
invention may be embodied in practice. 

Agents suitable for use With the cleaning device of the 
invention include cleaning agents. The agents Which may be 
used include ?uids, including liquid and gaseous ?uids. 
Cleaning agents Which are suitable include liquid and gas 
eous cleaning agents. Water and steam, and cleaning agents 
comprising Water and steam, may be employed. 

The cleaning device of the invention is suitable for use 
With all conveyor or transport belts of Web manufacturing 
and producing machines. Examples include screen belts, or 
felts of screens, or press or drying sections of paper or 
cardboard manufacturing machines. The folloWing 
description, Which is provided merely as a nonlimiting 
example, pertains to drying screen belts of a paper manu 
facturing machine. 
As shoWn in the FIGS. 1—4, cleaning device 1 comprises 

a rotor noZZle. This rotor noZZle is depicted in the Figure as 
cleaning noZZle 3 With rotatable noZZle head 5, Which 
presents a tuyere arrangement that is not depicted. This 
tuyere arrangement can be comprised of one or more pro 
pelling jets, from Which a cleaning agent emerges tangen 
tially to the transport belt surface and serves to create a 
rotating movement; in addition, one or more cleaning 
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4 
noZZles can be employed for spraying porous drying screen 
belt 7 With the cleaning agent. 

FIG. 4 shoWs the cleaning device of the invention in a Web 
manufacturing machine 100. Of course, as Would be under 
stood by one of ordinary skill, the cleaning device may be 
outside the Web manufacturing machine. 

In the embodiment depicted in FIGS. 1—4, cleaning noZZle 
3 and noZZle head 5 are partially or completely encircled or 
encompassed by sleeve-shaped suction bell 9. The interior of 
suction bell 9 is coupled With suction line 11, and forms 
suction chamber 13 that is provided to cleaning noZZle 3. 
Preferably, suction bell 9 comprises or is provided With an 
elastic sleeve 33 as shoWn in FIG. 2, and/or With brushes 35 
as shoWn in FIG. 3—e.g., tWo or more, or a plurality of 
brushes—that separate or seal off suction chamber 13 from 
the surrounding environment. Particularly, there can be a 
sleeve having an edge or periphery Which is provided With 
brushes, Which increase the cleaning effectiveness of the 
device, and also function as sealing elements. 

Cleaning device 1 includes a connection or energy chain 
for supplying the cleaning agent to the cleaning noZZle. Of 
this connection, only extension 15, on cleaning noZZle 3, is 
depicted. A high pressure hose can be connected With a high 
pressure pump, and the high pressure hose can be attached 
to cleaning noZZle 3—more speci?cally, to extension 15—to 
supply ?uid to cleaning noZZle 3. The energy chain for 
supplying the agent further comprises suction line 11. This 
line serves to drain splashed liquid—e.g., Water—and/or 
vapor, along With dirt particles present in the liquid or vapor, 
from suction chamber 13. 

Cleaning device 1 can be mounted on a traversing car 
riage not shoWn in FIGS. 1—4. This carriage preferably is 
movable in a direction Which is diagonal to the direction in 
Which drying screen belt 7 travels. 
As can be seen in FIGS. 1—4, cleaning device 1 is 

associated With roll 17, around Which drying screen belt 7 is 
guided. Drying screen belt 7 lies With its back or reverse side 
19 on surface 21 of roll 17. In this regard, it is understood 
that reverse side 19 refers to the side of the belt that does not 
come into contact With the Web; the reverse side can also be 
considered the side of the belt that contacts the roll. 
Correspondingly, it is understood that the front side of the 
transport belt is the side Which is opposite to the reverse side. 
Further, the front side can be understood as the side of the 
belt that does not contact the roll, and as the side of the belt 
that contacts the Web, particularly in the machine. Yet 
additionally, the front side of the belt can be understood as 
the side against Which the cleaning agent is sprayed. 

Cleaning device 1 is located in the area of opening nip N 
of roll 17, this being the area Where drying screen belt 7 runs 
off of roll 17; speci?cally, the opening nip is Where the 
drying screen belt runs off of the roll. A vacuum is built up 
in nip N, this vacuum being noted symbolically in the Figure 
by the “—” symbols. 

In this embodiment of cleaning device 1, cleaning noZZle 
3 is positioned vertically, or substantially vertically or essen 
tially vertically, With respect to the surface of drying screen 
7, so that jet 24, discharged from cleaning noZZle 3, impacts 
the drying screen belt surface vertically, at least partially, as 
indicated in the ?gure by a dashed line 

Drying screen belt 7, Which runs off roll 17, is sprayed on 
its front side 23 With the cleaning agent from cleaning noZZle 
3. As a result, coarse particles and dirt are detached from 
front side 23; this material is carried aWay from the surface 
of the drying screen belt by suction bell 9, as shoWn by the 
arroWs in the Figure. At the same time, reverse side 19 of 
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drying screen belt 7 is pressurized and suctioned by the 
vacuum acting in nip N. As a result, cleaning agent Which 
has penetrated and permeated the drying screen belt 7, as 
Well as the impurities Within drying screen belt 7 and on its 
reverse side 19, are removed from drying screen belt 7. 
Due to the location of cleaning noZZle 3 in opening nip N 

of roll 17, the vacuum acting there to clean the drying screen 
belt is advantageously used. Not only are the impurities in 
the drying screen belt thereby reduced, but there is also a 
reduction in the amount of the cleaning agent that permeates 
and remains in the drying screen belt during the cleaning 
process. 

In another embodiment of the cleaning device of the 
invention, suction bell 9 merely borders the section of the 
drying screen belt that is to be cleaned, and the interior of the 
suction bell is not pressuriZed With a vacuum. The design of 
the cleaning device is thereby simpli?ed and its operating 
costs are reduced. 

Due to the advantageous positioning of cleaning device 1 
in the area of the drying screen belt strand that is running off 
the roll, the supporting effect of immediately adjacent roll 17 
is exploited during the cleaning process. In this manner, the 
de?ection of the drying screen belt during the cleaning 
process is minimiZed. 
As can be ascertained from FIGS. 1—4, suction bell 9 

extends over at least a section or portion of the peripheral 
surface of the roll. Further, as shoWn in FIG. 4, vieWed along 
the direction in Which drying screen belt 7 runs, suction bell 
9 likeWise extends over opening nip N. 

Suction bell 9 includes end section 25, facing drying 
screen belt 7. End section 25 is ?tted to the circular and 
cylindrical periphery of roll 17, so as to ensure a speci?c and 
adjustable distance or opening betWeen suction bell 9 and 
drying sleeve belt 7— particularly, betWeen end section 25 
and that portion of the belt Which is both on the roll and 
under the suction bell. Preferably this distance or opening is 
constant, or generally or substantially or essentially 
constant, along edge 27 of end section 25. Speci?cally, it is 
edge 27 Which both de?nes the bottom of end section 25, and 
also conforms in shape to and is spaced from the roll surface, 
thereby forming the indicated distance or opening. 

Suction bell 9 also includes end section 29. This end 
section is ?tted to drying screen belt 7—particularly, to that 
portion of this belt—running off roll 17, to provide a speci?c 
and adjustable distance or opening betWeen suction bell 9 
and drying screen belt 7—particularly, betWeen end section 
29 and that portion of the belt leaving the roll. Preferably, 
this distance or opening is constant, or generally or substan 
tially or essentially constant, along edge 31 of end section 
29. Speci?cally, it is edge 31 Which both de?nes the bottom 
of end section 29, and also conforms in shape to and is 
spaced from the belt surface, thereby forming the indicated 
distance or opening. 

Also as shoWn in FIG. 4, in this embodiment of the 
cleaning device the cleaning noZZle, vieWed along the direc 
tion in Which the drying screen belt runs, is positioned in the 
middle, or approximately in the middle, of the suction bell. 
It is also possible to vary the location of the cleaning noZZle 
Within the suction bell. HoWever, Wherever the cleaning 
noZZle is thusly situated, as a matter of preference it is 
positioned to spray the drying screen belt With a cleaning 
agent in the opening nip. This is Where the drying screen belt 
no longer lies on the surface of the roll; speci?cally, it is 
Where the running belt leaves the roll, and continues in the 
direction aWay therefrom. 

In an advantageous manner, a cleaning of the drying 
screen belt on both sides is achieved by using cleaning 
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6 
device 1, Whereby both the cleaning action and the discharge 
of the cleaning agent from the drying screen belt mark an 
improvement over the results obtained With knoWn devices. 
A further advantage of the cleaning device in accordance 
With the invention lies in the fact that those disturbances 
Which occur While cleaning is conducted during the produc 
tion or manufacturing of the Web—for example, the remoist 
ening of the Web—are reduced, While the amount of Water 
Which is used remains the same. 

It is noted that the foregoing examples have been pro 
vided merely for the purpose of explanation and are in no 
Way to be construed as limiting of the present invention. 
While the invention has been described With reference to a 
preferred embodiment, it is understood that the Words Which 
have been used herein are Words of description and 
illustration, rather than Words of limitation. Changes may be 
made, Within the purvieW of the appended claims, as pres 
ently stated and as amended, Without departing from the 
scope and spirit of the invention in its aspects. Although the 
invention has been described herein With reference to par 
ticular means, materials and embodiments, the invention is 
not intended to be limited to the particulars disclosed herein; 
rather, the invention extends to all functionally equivalent 
structures, methods and uses, such as are Within the scope of 
the appended claims. 
What is claimed: 
1. A device Which cleans a transport belt of a Web 

manufacturing machine, comprising: 
at least one cleaning noZZle for spraying the transport belt 

With a cleaning agent; 
said belt being guided around a roll of said Web manu 

facturing machine to de?ne an entry nip and an opening 
nip, said opening nip being disposed doWnstream from 
said entry nip in a direction of travel of said transport 
belt; 

said cleaning noZZle being located at the opening nip of 
the roll around Which the transport belt is guided; and 

a central axis of a How of said cleaning agent from said 
cleaning noZZle intersecting said roll, and intersecting 
said belt at a point at Which said belt does not contact 
said roll. 

2. The device according to claim 1, Wherein the transport 
belt comprises at lease one of a dry screen belt, a Wet screen 
belt, and a felt belt. 

3. The device according to claim 1, Wherein the belt can 
carry at least one member selected from the group consisting 
of a paper Web and a cardboard Web. 

4. The device according to claim 1, Wherein the at least 
one cleaning noZZle is positioned to spray the side of the 
transport belt that comes into contact With a Web. 

5. The device according to claim 1, further comprising a 
suction chamber for effecting removal of material from the 
transport belt by a jet stream, for vacuuming the material 
into the suction chamber, and for discharging the material. 

6. The device according to claim 5, further comprising a 
suction bell that forms the suction chamber and encom 
passes the cleaning noZZle. 

7. The device accord to claim 6, Wherein the suction bell 
comprises an elastic sleeve for sealing the suction bell off 
from the surrounding environment. 

8. The device according to claim 6, Wherein the suction 
bell comprises a plurality of brushes for sealing the suction 
bell off from the surrounding environment. 

9. The device according to claim 6, Wherein the suction 
bell comprises a ?rst section ?tted to the roll surface, this 
?rst section comprising an edge Which de?nes the bottom of 
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the ?rst section, Which conforms in shape to the roll surface, 
and Which is spaced from the roll surface, to provide a 
speci?c and adjustable distance betWeen the ?rst section and 
the portion of the transport belt Which is on the roll and is 
under the suction bell. 

10. The device according to claim 6, Wherein the suction 
bell comprises a section ?tted to the portion of the transport 
belt running off the roll, this section comprising an edge 
Which de?nes the bottom of the section, Which conforms in 
shape to the portion of the transport belt running off the roll, 
and Which is spaced from the portion of the transport belt 
running off the roll, to provide a speci?c and adjustable 
distance betWeen the section and the portion of the transport 
belt running off the roll. 

11. The device according to claim 6, Wherein the suction 
bell eXtends over at least a portion of the peripheral surface 
of the roll. 

12. The device according to claim 11, Wherein the suction 
bell eXtends over the opening nip, as vieWed along the 
direction in Which the transport belt runs. 

13. The device according to claim 6, Wherein the cleaning 
noZZle is located at least approximately in the middle of the 
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suction bell, as vieWed along the direction in Which the 
transport belt runs. 

14. The device of claim 1, further comprising said central 
aXis being substantially perpendicular to said belt. 

15. A device Which cleans a transport belt of a Web 

manufacturing machine, comprising: 
at least one cleaning noZZle for spraying the transport belt 

With a cleaning agent; 

said belt being guided around a roll of said Web manu 
facturing machine to de?ne an entry nip and an opening 
nip, said opening nip being disposed doWnstream from 
said entry nip in a direction of travel of said transport 
belt; 

said cleaning noZZle being located at the opening nip of 
the roll around Which the transport belt is guided; and 

a central aXis of a How of said cleaning agent from said 
cleaning noZZle being substantially perpendicular to 
said belt and intersecting said roll. 

* * * * * 


